TRANSPERFECT LEGAL SOLUTIONS
DEAL INTERACTIVE: Virtual Data Room Services For M&A Due Diligence
Here’s what a few of our financial
and legal clients had to say:
“We have used your competitor’s
services, and frankly Deal Interactive
is faster and easier to use, not to
mention more cost-effective.
Our clients will appreciate that.”

WHY DEAL INTERACTIVE?
A user-friendly design, combined with optimized technology for high-speed document
transfers, make Deal Interactive virtual data rooms a simple, streamlined solution for
the M&A process. Virtual data rooms (VDRs) enable you to securely host due
diligence documents online for your transactions, significantly speeding up processes
while extending your reach to the maximum number of potential buyers.

KEY FEATURES
n

“Your help desk is absurdly
responsive—especially for
3 AM on a Saturday.”

Security: Your VDR is hosted in a SAS 70 Level II certified facility and is
encrypted with multiple layers of security and audit controls, including:
n
n
n
n

“Thanks again to you and your team.
‘Best ever diligence process’ is the
only way to describe our experience.”

Reduce M&A closing time,
save on due diligence costs,
and attract more qualified
buyers across the globe.

ISO 9001:2000 and EN 15038:2006 certified

Viewing restrictions for selected documents by individual users or groups
Dynamic watermarking to stamp user name and date/time
Optional click-through, user-definable confidentiality agreements
User and group security modification functions

n

Ease of Use: Site deployment requires minimal training for users and
administrators. Designed to reduce extra mouse-clicks and data-entry screens,
Deal Interactive allows users to save time and minimize the risk of errors.

n

Convenient Organization: Keep detailed logs sortable by document, user, date,
organization, and document rank for simple, convenient tracking of activity.

n

24/7 Support: Average response times of under three minutes.

DEDICATION YOU CAN TRUST
For over 16 years, TransPerfect Legal Solutions has been a trusted name in legal
support services for leading financial institutions and every member of the Global 100
and Am Law 200 firms. We bring that same level of commitment to client service and
unparalleled expertise to provide you with cutting-edge online collaboration tools. Our
dedicated account managers and technical specialists are available around the clock to
meet your every need.

More than 50 offices worldwide

Over 100 languages
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